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This is a qui k detail dump about the algorithm and
exponential fun tion fra tal in W spa e.

I.

omputation hallenges for

al ulating the

INTRODUCTION

In W, one an dene (w)n := (w) × (w) × . . . × (w), where (w) is a fa tor n times under ×. Similarly, there is
n
(−w) := (−w) ◦ (−w) ◦ . . . ◦ (−w), where (−w) is a fa tor n times under ◦. In general, a set Y (n) is possible for any
Y ∈ W, to ontain all produ ts of n fa tors Y , under × or ◦ multipli ation:
Y (n) := {Y ∗ Y ∗ . . . ∗ Y , n times, where ea h o urren e of ∗ an be × or ◦} .

(1)

This oers the interesting possibility to dene the exponential fun tion through its Taylor polynomial, to re eive a
solution set that ontains an innite number of points:
Exp (Y ) :=

(

∞
X
yn
, where yn ∈ Y (n)
n!
n=0

)

.

(2)

yn
The notation
indi ates summation over all possible members yn of Y (n) , with one yn from ea h Y (n) .
n!
As the sum for Exp(Y ) is expe ted to be onvergent, the innite solution set for n → ∞, plotted in the two
dimensional plane, should exhibit qualities of a fra tal[1℄.

P

II.

ALGEBRA

For every two points A and B with oe ients A ≡ (a, b) and B ≡ (c, d) in the two dimensional {1, w} plane, we
have the two multipli ations:
A × B = (ac − bd, ad + bc + bd) ,
A ◦ A = (ac − bd, ad + bc − bd) .

(3)
(4)

The two produ ts × and ◦ are only dierent by the term ±bd in the w-part of the produ t.
III.

ALGORITHM

We want to ompute the omplete solution set of the Exp (Y ) fra tal (relation 2) and plot it in the two dimensional
plane. The size of the plot (bounds, pixel resolution) is given. The following needs to be done:
1. Cal ulate the Y (n) pyramid until the ontributions of the smallest terms (i.e., deepest iteration, highest n)
annot result in a hange of the plot anymore (i.e., any deeper ontributions are smaller than one pixel).
2. During (1.), prune the Y (n) pyramid o bran hes that annot result in a hange to the plot anymore, either.
3. Sum over all possible members of the Exp (Y ) solution set, and set a pixel for ea h result.
4. During (3.), abort al ulation on points that are outside the plot area, and an be shown to never ontain a
summation that would end up within the plot bounds.
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A.

Fra tal

al ulation

In order to al ulate the Exp (Y ) fra tal, the following input parameters are provided:
• An arbitrary point Y = (x, y).
• Horizontal bounds xmin and xmax , where xmax > xmin .
• Verti al bounds ymin and ymax , where ymax > ymin .
• Resolution Rx whi h is the number of pixels in x dire tion; Rx > 0.

The following supporting parameters are derived:
• The resolution Ry is the number of pixels in the y dire tion is: Ry = Rx (ymax − ymin ) / (xmax − xmin ) and Ry
integer, and Ry > 0.
• The width of a single pixel dpix where dpix := (xmax − xmin ) /Rx .

B.

Cal ulating the

Y (n)

pyramid

From relation (1) we have:
n=0:
n=1:
n=2:
n=3:

Y (0)
Y (1)
Y (2)
Y (3)

n = 4 : Y (4)

and so on.

= {1}
= {Y }
= {Y × Y, Y ◦ Y }
= {(Y × Y ) × Y, (Y × Y ) ◦ Y, (Y ◦ Y ) × Y, (Y ◦ Y ) ◦ Y }
n
o
= Y (2) × Y, Y (2) ◦ Y
n
o
= Y (3) × Y, Y (3) ◦ Y

C.

Pruning the

Y (n)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

pyramid

When al ulating Y (n) = Y (n−1) × Y, Y (n−1) ◦ Y for a given n, we want to dis ard one (or both) members of
Y (n) if they will not ontribute anymore to the nal plot (i.e., the total ontributions of all subsequent summatrions
would be smaller than one pixel; the resulting pre ision of the plot will thus be ±1 pixel.
In order to do so, exe ute the following:


1. Cal ulate all members of the set Y (n) for a given n.


2. For a given member A := (x, y) ∈ Y (n) al ulate:
|A|max :=

(11)

dA

(12)

p
x2 + y 2 + |xy|
n
X
(|A|max )m
:= exp |A|max −
m!
m=0

3. If (1.5 ∗ dA ) < dpix , then mark A as end point in the Y (n) tree: This point will not ontribute anymore to the
Y (n+1) set when plotted at the spe ied resolution (pixel size dpix ). The fa tor 1.5 in this omparison should
be ongurable, as it is only an estimate.

D.

Cal ulate maximum

ontributions in the pruned

Y (n)

tree

In order to prepare the pruned Y (n) tree from se tion III C for plotting, the following helper variables will now
(n)
(n)
be al ulated for ea h n: Maximum and minimum ontribution in x dire tion (∆xmax
and ∆xmin
) and y dire tion
(n)
(n)
(∆ymax and ∆ymin ). This will allow to determine whether or not a ertain point will ever be plotted inside the
requested plot area, or whether the iteration an be aborted for the urrent point.
The values will be obtained in the following manner:
1. Begin at the deepest level in the pruned Y (n) tree (i.e., with highest n).
(n)
(n)
(n)
2. Loop through all members in Y (n) and get ∆x(n)
min , ∆xmax , ∆ymin , and ∆ymax from the smallest and largest
x/n! and y/n! parts. Treat x and y parts separately.

by adding the smallest x/ (n − 1)! value in
3. Now loop through all members in Y (n−1) , and al ulate ∆x(n−1)
min
(n)
(n−1)
(n)
(n−1)
Y (n−1) to ∆xmin ; get ∆xmax by adding the largest x/ (n − 1)! in Y (n−1) to ∆xmax ; and similarily for ∆ymin
(n−1)
and ∆ymax .
4. De rease n by 1; if n > 0 then ontine at (3.), otherwise abort.
Now we have for ea h level n the maximum and minimum ontributions that ould ever arise when exe uting summation through over all ombinations of members of a larger n.
E.

Plotting the

Exp (Z)

fra tal

yn
The plot will, s hemati ally, al ulate the set from equation (2) by exe uting the sum
n! , i.e. over all possible
(n)
(n)
members yn of the pruned tree Y , with one yn from ea h Y .
Depending on the desired plot area, a substantial amount of points ould lie outside the plot are. It is therefore
important that iteration over ombinations is aborted as soon as no futher point (i.e. from a higher n) may ever lie
within the plottable area.
For a given n and point (x, y), the iteration an be aborted if any one of the following ve onditions are met:

P

1. n has rea hed its highest possible value (i.e. the deepest iteration level). If the point is in the plottable area, set
a point.
(n)
2. All further iterations will only yield points that are to the left of the plot: x + ∆xmax
< xmin .
(n)
3. All further iterations will only yield points to the right: x + ∆xmin
> xmax .
(n)
< ymin .
4. All will be below: y + ∆ymax
(n)
> ymax .
5. All will be above: y + ∆ymin

IV.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The resulting fra tal will display the Exp (Z) solution set, in the presele ted plottable area, with resolution ±1
pixel.
It will probably be valuable and interesting to reate a series of s reens, to merge the graphs together into a little
movie. For example, a path ould be parametri ized by an integral number M that runs from 1 through N . This way,
one ould e.g. al ulate 40 pi tures going up on the w axis: Exp (f (M )) where f (M ) := (M/4) w and M ∈ {1, . . . , 40}.
Or al ulate the fra tals on the unit ir le in 50 steps: f (M ) := cos (100π/M ) + w sin (100π/M ). This ould then be
written e.g. into an animated GIF. When doing the animation, we want to write the iteration parameters into ea h
frame: left-, right-, upper-, lower-bound; urrent point (x, y).
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